
5 TIPS ON CHOOSING THE RIGHT 
WARDROBE FOR YOU

When it comes to your bedroom, your wardrobe is the second most important piece of 
furniture and aspect, just behind the bed of course. So, it’s important to carefully think 
about and design your perfect wardrobe to suit all your needs.

With your current wardrobe, start emptying and sort through what you need and don’t need. After a good clear out, 
it will be easier to see what you have to store, which makes the planning and design process that much easier. Once 
you can see what you have to store away, you can start thinking about the types of drawers you need and how 
many, if you  require hanging rails and whether or not you need a full length hanging space for those long dresses 
and coats, and how many half height rails you will need for your shirts and blouses.

CONSIDER WHAT YOU NEED TO STORE1



One of the most important things to do before you even start shopping around for types of wardrobes is to consider 
how much space you have to work with and where you want to put your wardrobe! While measuring, make sure you 
measure floor to ceiling; if you want doors make sure that they have enough room to open and that your drawers are 
able to open fully; and also space where you are able to remove and put things in with ease. Make sure your ward-
robe is proportional to the rest of your room. You do not want a huge wardrobe in a small room, or a small wardrobe 
in a large room!

HOW MUCH SPACE YOU HAVE AND WHERE YOU WANT TO PUT IT2

To remain organised it is best to make sense of the correct incorporations for your requirements. For the most part a 
wardrobe should include an extensive space for holders, racks for garments, drawers for little things, for example, 
socks and clothing and potentially a couple of mystery compartments to store your resources. In the event that you 
lean toward the space to look perfect and basic, at that point you can pick a minimized plan which stows away 
everything inside. You ought to incorporate a substantial space for holders, a couple of racks for garments, drawers 
for little things and frill and maybe even a couple of mystery compartments. Every one of these compartments can 
stay holed up behind huge sliding entryways or boards. Along these lines the outline stays moderate and
you can utilize the chance to play with hues and shapes while embellishing whatever remains of the room.

DESIGN FOR ORGANISATION AND FIND A BALANCE BETWEEN STYLE 3



With such a significant number of various styles and outlines of wardrobe to look over, it merits investing energy to 
watch whatever is left of your room and choose what materials, surfaces and hues would work best to compliment 
the inside dividers, flooring, draperies, blinds, quaint little inn tables.

Dark or white polished or reflected completions can truly upgrade the look of your room, including an alluring and 
contemporary look, which run extremely well with monochrome tones or shades of dim. Beautiful, painted closets 
make incredible element pieces and can be extraordinary to breathe life into bigger rooms with character, however 
might be excessive for a smaller room, where they could show up too substantial.

In the event that it is a more customary or rural look that you are going for, at that point there are a lot of wooden 
closets accessible that will assist you with achieving that vibe. Pine is a well-known decision in numerous families, 
and pine closets arrive in a scope of completes the process of including classical style, waxed complete or the run of 
the mill rich brilliant tones.

COLOUR SCHEME AND MATERIALS4

You can likewise influence your room to seem greater with the utilization of mirrors. Adding mirrors to your closet 
will reflect the light in your room and make a roomy vibe. On the off chance that you position the mirror inverse to a 
window it will likewise mirror the outside views, again influencing the space to appear to be bigger than it is.

Regardless of which wardrobe you select, ensure that you have considered every one of the choices accessible and 
that you are 100% sure that it will satisfy all your stockpiling needs and additionally complimenting your room inside. 
A wardrobe ought to be an investment so take as much time as necessary and pick the ideal wardrobe that is perfect 
for your room!

USE MIRRORS TO CREATE SPACE AND DOORS TO HIDE CLUTTER5
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